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ggplot2: Elegant Graphics for Data Analysis (Use R!)Springer, 2010

	
		ggplot2 is an R package for producing statistical, or data, graphics, but
	
		it is unlike most other graphics packages because it has a deep underlying
	
		grammar. This grammar, based on the Grammar of Graphics (Wilkinson,
	
		2005), is composed of a set of independent components that can be composed
	
		in many different...
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Puppet 3 Beginner's GuidePackt Publishing, 2013

	With only the most basic programming abilities, this book will teach you how to automate your server setups and manage websites using Puppet. It's fun too, with practical examples based around a fictional web company.


	Overview

	
		Shows you step-by-step how to install Puppet and start managing your...
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Introducing ZBrush 4Sybex, 2011

	In 2010, Pixologic celebrated the 10th anniversary of the debut of ZBrush.
	ZBrush was introduced to the world as an experimental art application with a unique
	technology that allowed users to create illustrations in two and a half dimensions. I
	remember seeing the Pixologic booth at a Macworld in New York in the summer of 2000.
	The...
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Fractals and Multifractals in Ecology and Aquatic ScienceCRC Press, 2009
Provides an Intuitive View of Various Ecological Patterns and Processes

Ecologists sometimes have a less-than-rigorous background in quantitative methods, yet research within this broad field is becoming increasingly mathematical. Written in a step-by-step fashion, Fractals and Multifractals in Ecology and...
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Adobe InDesign CS4 Styles: How to Create Better, Faster Text and LayoutsAdobe Press, 2009

	Tap into the far-reaching potential of InDesign styles—from simple drop cap formatting to cross-media export to XHTML. Styles have the power to transform how design and production professionals approach and accomplish any project. Adopting a style-centric workflow can reduce tasks that would normally take days to mere hours, and tasks...
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Earthquake Early Warning SystemsSpringer, 2007


	In the last few decades economic losses due to natural disasters have increased

	exponentially worldwide and little progress has been seen in reducing

	their rate of fatalities. This also holds for earthquake disasters and

	is mainly due to increasing population and industrial density in high hazard

	and vulnerability areas....
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Practice Perfect: 42 Rules for Getting Better at Getting BetterJossey-Bass, 2012

	Rules for developing talent with disciplined, deliberate, intelligent practice


	We live in a competition loving culture. We love the performance, the big win, the ticking seconds of the clock as the game comes down to the wire. We watch games and cheer, sometimes to the point of obsession, but if we really wanted to see...
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Face to Face: Rick Sammon's Complete Guide to Photographing PeopleO'Reilly, 2008

	
		In this beautifully illustrated book, travel and adventure photographer Rick Sammon introduces the proven techniques he uses to make extraordinary photographs of people around the world. You'll find important tips and strategies for engaging your subject and setting up the shoot, along with techniques for shooting in a variety of...
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